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Globally, the
pandemic
appears to be
in stage 2, with
China and
Korea showing
signs of
recovery
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Italy and China provide interesting reference cases; US is likely
following the trajectory of Italy but may benefit from aggressive
testing and isolation
Early development &
acceleration

Late accumulation

Relative
infection
over
population

Recovery
China

Italy

USA

New
infection
increase

Decreasing infection growth
(d/d)

Small new infection

Weeks

Larger daily recovery

Large new infection
Large recovery

Source: J. P. Morgan 12th March framework, updated on 17th of March based on Statista latest data
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Purchase behaviors changed radically: grocery basket example
Run for food stock-up and medical prevention products
Grocery categories showing strongest growth1,
value percentage variation in value
Stock & raw
materials effect

82%

Flour
Rice

61%

Pasta
Meat and
tomato sauces
Frozen foods

57%

24%

Water

20%

People buying raw
materials and long-shelf
life products

49%

Salty snacks

Parfumes

347%

Denatured alcohol

Cosmetics

Consumption
increase
stabilizing at
+10-20%,
mainly due to
HoReCa
channel
closure

-52%

-23%

-17%

260%

Cleaning sheets
148%

Disinfectants
Bleach

90%

Hand soap

84%

Toilet paper

Discretionary product decreasing
Grocery categories showing strongest
drop1, percentage

23%

Prevention effect

Sweets
and Snacks

-4%

Consumers equipped
themselves with cleaning
and safety products

Stock purchasing behavior: -20% number of tickets, +50-60% average ticket value
Pure proximity new criteria for store selection due to people immobility
1.

Week from 2nd to 8th March 2020 (week before full lock down) – latest syndicated data available
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On-line penetration increased significantly, in particular for
categories with higher purchasing frequency

New online consumers

Explosion of e-commerce volumes

in DAU of food delivery
+10% Increase
platforms

+81%

E-commerce volumes vs. last
week of February

in average DAU for E+15% Increase
commerce websites vs. previous

5-10x

Spike in online home-delivery
volumes

2-3x

Click & Collect pick-ups

year

Source: Inmediato Mediaplus, Apptopia, Dday.it, GDOWeek, Expert interviews, Ethnographic research, Web search
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Around the globe, QSRs are experiencing
the impacts of COVID-19
Challenges facing QSRs amidst the COVID-19 outbreak:

1

Lower traffic
Consumers are shifting towards grocery shopping and cookingin, resulting in traffic declines for QSRs and restaurants

2

Store Closures
QSRs are shutting down locations either because of a
government mandate or out of precaution

3

Disruption to channel mix
Regulations and public health concerns have shifted channel
mixes to skew more heavily towards delivery/mobile services

4

Taken together, the impacts
of COVID-19 have led to
significant comparable
sales drops for QSRs
globally, with some regions
experiencing 70-80% declines

Margin decrease due to labor and operational
burdens
Regulations forcing restaurants to keep employees/offer paid
leave and new rules on cleaning and food handling procedures
amidst declining sales

Additionally, QSR restaurants
face declining margins, mainly
driven by stagnant labor
costs and additional
operational complexity
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QSR: Many players are collaborating closely with suppliers, to
secure supply, simplifying menu and servicing large orders
Supply Chain Tactics Observed

Store Operations Tactics Observed

Collaborate with suppliers

Prioritize hygiene and sanitization

❑ Ensure their near term stability

❑ Launch hygiene and sanitation store protocol

❑ Provide support for small/mid-sized valued

❑ Move to ‘contactless’ across all channels

suppliers
❑ Negotiate extended payment terms with suppliers

Prepare for significant changes to store operations

Develop contingency plans

❑ Temporarily simplify menu to make it easier to run
restaurant

❑ Recast demand across products and ingredients

❑ Prepare for servicing larger order sizes

❑ Identify alternative domestic sources for disposable
goods

Optimize labor

Look for opportunities

❑ Refine labor scheduling based on limited hours
or closures

❑ Forward buys of ingredients at historically low prices

❑ Transition in-store labor to home-delivery

❑ Pre-book air freight/rail/truck capacity
McKinsey & Company
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Grocers have focused on hygiene norms and peak on demand
needs on inventory
Disruption in operations among Italian grocery retailers

Core observed initiatives
Employees
safety

Masks, gloves and hand sanitizers
Plexiglass to avoid contact with cashiers
Revised internal operations to maintain distances
(e.g., changing rooms, inventories)

Customers
safety

Limited concurrent customers in-store

Supply
continuity

Limit to maximum amount of products purchased
per customer

Floor mapping of retail space with pre-defined
spacing between customers, inside and outside

New inventory management rules to ensure
supplies across Points Of Sale
Source: Expert interviews, Ethnographic research
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C. Protect customers

7 typical
elements of a
COVID-19
crisis response
toolbox - with
both short and
long term view

B. Protect employees
Hygiene & safety measures

In-store safety measures
Customer communications

Location/remote work policy

Enabling communications technologies

D. Screen and safeguard
supply chain
Avoid shortages (sourcing) Manage

A. Nerve Center

E. Revenue growth
management

H. Plan for the
long game
Strategic ‘offensive’
investments to gain share

suppliers relationships

Serving as information center
Managing risks & responses
Aligning all stakeholders

Pricing and promotions
Online and omnichannel push
Time for targeted personalization

F. Financial stress testing
G. Demonstrate purpose
Support epidemic efforts where possible
Source: McKinsey

Preserve cash
Review budgets and preserve profitability
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Ensure supply: Actions to maximize product availability / keep
supply chain running at each node in the supply chain

Focus area of the Supply Chain team
Protect the safety of people and communities
Ensure minimal / no disruption in product availability across the value chain
Key focus elements (Very different dynamics across sub-categories):
Purchasing

Planning

Ag holding on

Control Tower for order
visibility

Packaging – potential
challenges ahead

Manufacturing
Ensure shift safety – e.g., temp
check, cleaning schedules
Preparation of contingency plan
for when positive cases occur

Complexity
management
Simplified SKU portfolio in short term

Transportation
and warehousing

Order and Demand
management

Stable except specific lanes
(e.g., WA state)

Communication with customers
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Financial stress test: financial control tower in the Nerve Center to
mitigate liquidity risk and profitability impact

Focus areas of the Financial Stress-Test and Cash Preservation Team:
Immediate action to protect near-term cash and financial-year profitability
Regulate direct / indirect spending through spend approval system that prevents costs from
spiraling
Key focus elements:
Financial control
tower
Stress-testing, and scrutiny
of every dollar spent for
cash / profitability impact

Internal liquidity
Freeze hiring, cut non-critical ad
spend, renegotiate vendor
payment terms (non essentials
first), defer projects

Financial-year
profitability
Drive cost levers to mitigate effects of
COVID-19 on in-year profit targets

External support

Growth opportunities

Support liquidity of key / vulnerable
suppliers, partners, and customers to
keep ecosystem viable

Consider balance sheet position
for opportunities through cycle
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Revenue response: Dedicated team to help protect revenues and
margins while also preparing for the future

Focus areas of the Revenue Response Team:
Immediate action to drive and protect near-term revenue
Redesign of the operating model to reflect new consumer, customer, and WFH realities
Key focus elements:
Plan demand
scenarios

Revamp
measurement

Reach out to and
protect customers

Align demand gen to 2-3
scenarios, with ‘go do’s for
each

Traditional tools (e.g., demand
forecasting) will not apply in the
near-term and a real-time pulse
is critical

Launch preventative interventions
across the decision journey, monitor
execution, deliver fact-based comms

Cleansheet
marketing plan

Rethink revenue
management

For example, push spend down
funnel, focus on specific cities,
accelerate digital

Rethink assortment where appropriate,
consider how to move the ‘tail’, and
surgically deploy promotions

Drive transparency
Scenario-based risk
communications and seamless
channels (e.g., B2B microsite)
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Grocery: Screen and safe-guard supply chain –
Illustrations of actions from players (1/2)
Understand risk of supply chain disruptions and take actions to address supply shocks
Illustrative

Theme
Avoid
shortages
(sourcing)

Players

Country

Illustration
Increased quantities sourced for in-demand goods, esp. pasta, rice, canned vegetables, baby supplies and dog food

China retailers

Rolled pallets out to shop floor instead of refilling shelves to reassure shoppers of sufficient stock
Tested multiple models to increase agility of supply chain (e.g. full pallet to stores, hub and spoke from hyper to super,
tranship)
Authorized purchase of sanitizing products in limited quantities, incl. disinfectant wipes, hand sanitizers and hand &
face wipes (e.g. 6 at Target); multiple re-stocking efforts in a day to keep shelves full; hiring of additional seasonal workers
Authorized the purchase of selected food products in limited quantities, incl. dry pasta, UHT milk and some tinned
vegetables

Polish retailer

Had CEO visit major suppliers to ensure stock availability (e.g. ensuring that the retailer will buy higher volumes and pay for using more production capacity)
Had sourcing team proceed to direct calls to suppliers to ensure availability

UK retailers

Allowed night-time deliveries to have stock move more quickly from warehouses to shelves – decision made by the Environment Secretary driven by retailers push
Asked suppliers to prioritize deliveries to help cope with heightened demand and volatility of orders, esp. in ‘stock up’ categories (pasta, rice, tins, household).
Placed off-cycle orders with some of its suppliers to increase inventory of Chinese-made products (40% of sellers of Amazon’s U.S. marketplace are based in
China. )

Polish retailer

Set tight controls of trucks and employees in trucks and DCs to ensure continuous operations in the supply chain and avoid shut down of any site:


Short flu test before entry to the DC



20 minutes of wait time before entry to check results of flu test and to observe whether there is a cough



In case of coughing or bad test results, employees not allowed to enter the DC

Increased frequency of product deliveries to franchisees
EEMA retailer

Leveraged some hypermarkets (non food storage area) into warehouses for non-perishable products in high demand to desrisk the supply chain by having
several storage points across the cities / country (instead of one distribution center)
Sent CEO email to customers asking to keep orders normal to avoid unnecessary strain on supply chain
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Grocery: Screen and safe-guard supply chain –
Illustrations of actions from players (2/2)
Understand risk of supply chain disruptions and take actions to address supply shocks
Illustrative

Theme

Players

Country

Illustration
Hired 6,000 truck drivers and 4,000 sorting handlers to increase supply chain capacity

Prepare for
increase in
online
sales

Launched recruitment program for temporary staff
(Alibaba Group)
Italian retailer

Expanded picking facilities capacities (e.g. stores leveraged as dark warehouses)
Recruited staff from restaurants that have been closed to work as delivery staff or sorting staff to meet the
shortage of staff for explosion of online orders, using temporary or short term contracts
Peapod said it is adding drivers and warehouse workers and installing more computer servers to handle
orders faster
Planning to hire up to 100,000 additional workers to support increased demand for online goods in
fulfillment centers and the delivery network

EEMA retailer

Repurposed 2000 sqm of store into well set up fulfilment center within 5 days
Redeployed 1000+ FTE from Non-Food and leisure business in slowdown as pickers, trained over 2 days

Manage
suppliers
relationships

Arranged for a €530 million credit line in order to pay advances its suppliers in association with Unicredit
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Grocery: Revenue Growth Management – Illustrations of actions
from players

Illustrative

Identify sales risks and mitigate downturn and aim for strategic advantage

Theme

Players

Country

Illustration
Announced free delivery to customers over the age of 65, at a cost of at least €40 thanks to a promotional code at the time of
purchase on Supermercato24 with partner brands: Coop Lombardia, Bennet, Conad, Carrefour, Tuodì, MD, Pewex and Hyper.

Online
and
omnichannel
push

Initiated a speed up of the national roll out for its “Leave at My Door Delivery” option for receiving groceries while not at
home.
Email to all customers on safety measures for delivery, incl. delivery staff to wear masks; trucks, uniforms, card machines sprayed
with sanitizers daily, box delivered outside of the door, box sprayed with sanitizer on-demand of the customer

Italian retailer

Increased the number of pick up / click and collect / drive orders e.g. customers call the stores,
stores prepare orders and customers come to pick orders
Reduced the range of products available online to ensure product availability with simpler
operations flows - e.g. 5 SKUs on meat

UK retailers

Worked with range of products available online to ensure product availability for food
suppliers
Accelerated integration of grocery app into the flagship app to have “one stop shop” including grocery

Assortment,
pricing and
promotions

Promised not to hike prices because of Coronavirus

UK retailers
French retailers

National agreement to maintain prices
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During the escalation period the consumptions
rapidly «shocked»
Data from 23rd Feb (1st red-zone declared) to 11th March (4 days after full lock-down)
Categories rapidly affected

Categories that boomed
Food

+11%
+20%

Consumer electronics
and High tech

Media & Entertainment

Drugs and Pharmaceutical
products

1.

+9%

1 out
of 101

+20%

Grocery food sales growth

Travel and
tourism

E-commerce grocery
orders
Revenues growth

Plans to buy a subscription
to a paid content/platform
subscription

Revenues growth

Shows and
cinemas

Fairs and
events

Apparel

-24%

Decrease in air passengers

-40%

Decrease in hotels presences

-12.5 EUR m

Loss from cancellations of music
shows

-25.0 EUR m

Loss from related services and workers,
-80% traffic and revenues for cinemas

-20-30%

Loss of international activities in Italy in
next 30 days

-8 EUR bn

Loss of entertainment sector in the first
4 weeks

-20%

Revenue drop shown in first days of the
crisis, brick and mortar sales to 0 from
11th of March

CAWI survey GFK - representative sample of 16-65 years old

Source: McKinsey analysis, client interviews
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As of March 16, 2020

Amidst COVID-19, consumers are eating at home
and relying on grocery stores more, resulting in
declining restaurant & QSR traffic
Decrease

Stay the same

COVID-19’s impact on next 2 weeks consumer spending1
Percent of whole

US consumer
survey

Groceries

Details per
geography

-22%
-64%

69%

-49%

57%

Quick service restaurent

China

14%
41%

Restaurent

Snacks

Net increase

16%

Take out delievry

-7%

25%

China: many stretches of closed storefronts and a
government ban on large group meals

UK: restaurant bookings and footfall are
Europe

Increase

down over

50%

USA: restaurant dining

Customers are choosing
groceries over QSRs,
driven by:
Increased time at home to cook
meals due to encouraged social
distancing, mandated quarantines and
less of a need for “on-the-go”
occasions (e.g., 20-100% increase in
US grocery foot traffic)
Increased ease and broader
accessibility of grocery shopping
through online deliveries (e.g.,
grocery delivery apps seeing 125%200% increase in downloads)
Consumers “stocking up” on
goods leading to 80%+ sales
increases in long shelf-life product
sales from grocery stores

down 42% yoy1
USA
1.

COVID-19 McKinsey Consumer Survey

OpenTable: restaurant reservation bookings are
down 22-64% YoY across the US

Source: Inmediato Mediaplus, Apptopia, Dday.it, GDOWeek, Expert interviews, Ethnographic research, Web search
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As of March 16, 2020

QSRs are experiencing massive store
closures, ranging from complete closure to pick-up/delivery only
Geography
China

Impact on dine-ins
80% of stores closed in initial weeks of February; reopened ~90% of them this
week

30% of stores closed in initial weeks of February
300+ stores closed in initial weeks of February
Europe

100% of stores closed in Italy, Spain, and France on March 5, 2020
100% of stores closed in France on March 6, 2020

100% of stores closed in France on March 16, 2020
~100% of stores closed across W. Europe (UK, the Netherlands, Germany,

Restaurant
shutdowns in
highest risk
areas
40+ States have
mandated closure of
in-room dining
Some restaurants still
continuing operations
for pickup and
delivery only

Austria France, etc.)

USA

100% closure of McD owned stores with corporate recommending
that franchisees follow suit
Voluntarily shut down of 100% of in-store dining rooms beyond government
regulations as of March 15th

Source: Caixin capital, press search

Shifted to a to-go model for 100% of stores in US and Canada for at least two
weeks starting March 15th – no café seating or public restrooms.

Shutdown may
endure for up to 2
months, based on
progression in China
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As of March 16, 2020

We are also seeing a significant shift to delivery and mobile ordering due
to lobby closures and social distancing
Geography
China

Impact on dine-ins
Yum: Launched innovative “no contact” delivery and “corporate delivery” service

Xibei: closed hundreds of stores, but kept open 100 for deliveries

Mobile orders account for ~80% of sales during crisis (vs. ~10% before COVID-19)

Europe

Nordsee: Disallowed all patrons to sit inside its stores, shifting to take-out model

BK / McD: Closed except for delivery in Spain

Restaurants close dining rooms and adopt strictly pick-up and delivery options,
while leveraging/creating partnerships with delivery providers (e.g. Postmates,
UberEats)

Shifting business
models to online
Many stores that remain
open are adapting by:
 Emphasizing digital
orders
 Offering pickup and
deliveries
 Minimizing face-toface interactions
Locations without
delivery are experiencing
the biggest sales
decreases (e.g., airports,
malls)

USA
Domino’s offering contactless delivery and custom drop-off location

Source: : https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-delivery/coronavirus-brings-no-contact-food-delivery-to-united-states-idUSKBN20X2Q2
https://www.latimes.com/food/story/2020-03-16/restaurants-delivery-takeout-coronavirus
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The US is seeing runups similar to Italy - sharp increases in
shelf stable and sanitation with an uptick in online traffic
Data from weeks of February 29 and March 7 2020
Categories booming, YoY sales growth1
Food

+24%

Canned meat

-7%

Baking mixes

+17%

Canned soup

-1%

Lunch meat

Snacks

0%

Bakery

+6%
Non-food

+125%

+45%
+8%

+25%
1.

Categories with little or negative effect,
YoY sales growth1

Hand sanitizer

-4%

Skin care

Spray disinfectant
Cough drops

Online traffic and commerce
increasing for certain retail
subsectors such as online
grocery

-5 to
-15%

Drop in sales for fresh
categories for grocery
stores in US

Measured by taking (non-weighted) average of YoY sales growth during weeks of 2/29 and 3/7 across several CPG companies

Sources: “Special U.S. Food Nielsen Update: Soup, peanut butter, cereal appear to be major beneficiates of coronavirus pantry loading”. Bernstein. March 2020;
“COVID-19: Impact on CPG and Retail.” IRI report . March 2020.
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